Unto Their Imperial Majesties, Their Royal Majesties, Their Graces, good
nobles, ministers & populace do I, Sir Dorn das Schwarz Brause send
greetings.
We are starting to get rolling here we have processed 36 Arms this month of
those only 5 have been returned.
Out of the 5 Kingdoms, 3 Archduchies, 11 Duchies, & 11 Shires the following
Territories sent in a report:
Shire of Auroch’s Fjord
Shire of Monaco
Shire of New Exeter
Shire of Tyr~lynn

I currently have deputies working on two projects. Both are targeted at
cleaning up the armorials. Please if there is something wrong with your
heraldry online send me an email.
I would like to point out an error; in all the official listings of the Badge for
the Imperial Minister of Rolls it has a blazon of: Azure, a scroll Or. When in
fact the badge listed in IEW#18 is: Sable an open scroll argent. I have found
no publication where this was officially changed.
Dorn das Schwarz Brause
FDL

Worthies:
This great Empire has many wonderful & valiant members. Many of whom
have gone above & beyond what is required of any member. Not just in
service but in inspiration. When that happens many people tell the tales of
the inspiration. Then sadly the one that inspires is taken from us. It is then
that we must show honor to them. That being said the College of Arms has
heard the tales from Pembroke, York & Castellon de Lyon. As such we do
hereby decree that one more be added to the list of Adrian Worthies.

Sir Orso de Bears
Per pale gules and argent, a bear's head couped gules.

He was a founding member of a Territory & challenged many to become
better; not only in competition but as a whole.
Any member may display these Arms of Honor; may his inspiration continue.
So say I,
Dorn das Schwarz Brause
Principal Herald of the Adrian Empire

Released:
Brandenburg:
Marcella Visconti
Device
2102
Per bend sinister Gules and Azure, a lion passant quardant and a sun Or

Esperance:
Connor O'Riordain
Device
2405
Per pale Gules and Argent, two wolves combatant between three pointed
Latin crosses counterchanged and in center chief a sheaf of arrows proper
fletching counterchanged tipped Or

Monaco:
Giovanni Spirona
Badge
7358
(Fieldless) A Toulouse cross azure surmounted by a sheaf of arrows inverted
argent

Sebastian Javier de la Cruz
Device
Gules, a pale argent & overall a Toulouse cross counterchanged

6714

Registered:
Church of Adria:
Church of Adria (See of Monaco)
Device
00-03
Sable, a pallium vert fimbrated & tassled between three fleur de lis argent

Castellon de Leon:
Isobel Tecchi
Device
6684
Per bend sinister wavy azure & argent, a mermaid Or, finned azure
maintaining a sword in chief argent & a shield azure

Esperance:
Connor O'Riordain
Device
2405
Per pale Gules and Argent, two wolves combatant and in chief a sheaf of
three arrows proper fletching counterchanged tipped Or

Monaco:
Monaco
Badge
[Fieldless] An ash branch embowed to sinister vert

63-00

Monaco (Order of St Catherine)
Badge
[Fieldless] A calatrava cross argent enfiled of a crown Or

63-06

Monaco (Order of the Silver Arrow)
Badge
63-06
Argent, on a pomme a sheaf of three arrows inverted argent within a border
sable

Monaco (Order of the Beacon)

Badge

63-06

Argent, a beacon sable enflamed proper within a border sable

Monaco (Order of the Silver Buckle)
Badge
63-06
Argent, on a pomme a lozenge shaped buckle argent within a border sable

Monaco (Order of the Silver Gauntlet)
Badge
Argent, on a pomme a dexter gauntlet argent within a border sable

63-06

Monaco (Order of the Torch)
Badge
Argent, a torch sable, enflamed proper within a border sable

63-06

Monaco (Order of the Flame)

63-06

Badge

Argent, a flame proper within a border sable

Monaco (Minister of Archery)
Badge
63-01
[Fieldless] Two arrows in saltire argent, fletched Or within & conjoined to an
annulet vert

Monaco (Minister of Arms)
Badge
[Fieldless] A cross flory Or within & conjoined to an annulet vert

63-01

Monaco (Minister of A&S)
Badge
[Fieldless] An open book Or within & conjoined to an annulet vert

63-01

Monaco (Minister of Childern’s Activites) Badge

63-01

[Fieldless] A dove essorant argent, beaked & armed Or within & conjoined to
an annulet vert

Monaco (Hospitaler)
Badge
63-01
[Fieldless] An ash branch embowed to dexter Or within & conjoined to an
annulet vert

Monaco (Minister of Joust & War)
Badge
63-01
[Fieldless] Two battle-axes in saltire argent, hafted Or within & conjoined to
an annulet vert

Monaco (Physiker)
Badge
[Fieldless] A caduceus Or within & conjoined to an annulet vert

63-01

Monaco (Minister of Rolls)

63-01

Badge

[Fieldless] An open scroll argent within & conjoined to an annulet vert

Monaco (Steward)
Badge
63-01
[Fieldless] Two keys inverted in saltire addorsed Or, within & conjoined to an
annulet vert

Giovanni Spirona
Device
7358
Sable, a bend azure fimbrated argent & in sinister chief a Toulouse cross Or

Giovanni Spirona
Device
Argent, three chevronelles braced azure & in base a fleur de lis sable

7358

Giovanni Spirona
Badge
7358
[Fieldless] A Toulouse cross azure surmounted by two quills in saltire argent

Sebastian Javier de la Cruz
Device
Argent, three chevronelles sable between as many fleur de lis gules

6714

Sebastian Javier de la Cruz
Device
Per pale sable & argent, on a bend gules three Toulouse crosses Or

6714

Sebastian Javier de la Cruz
Badge
6714
[Fieldless] A griffin rampant argent, armed Or, langued & maintaining a
fleur de lis gules

Returned:
Cashel:
William Russell
Device
5241
Lozengy sable & Or, a bull rampant gules, attired, & wreathed Or, in chief a
cross of a sword & hammer proper.
Complexity count is 9 (Section 2.X.H.2) Used old form to submit

Castellon de Leon:
Leon:
Summerisle, House of (Estate)
Device
Per saltire azure & vert, a sun in splendor Or
Incomplete form. (Section I.E) Used old form to submit

30-02

Aldric
Device
7485
Azure, a saltire vert a stag at gaze Or
RoT violation (Color on color) (Section 2.IV.A) Incomplete form (Section I.E)
Used old form to submit
Katelyn
Device
7486
Azure, a saltire vert a stag at gaze argent
RoT violation (Color on color) Incomplete form (Section I.E) Used old form to
submit

Monaco:
Monaco:
Monaco (Chancellor)
Badge
[Fieldless] A set of scales Or within & conjoined to an annulet vert
Non - period charge

63-01

